
 
 

Economy 

 

July-Jan trade deficit soars 92pc to $10.12b 

 The country's overall trade deficit crossed US$10-billion mark in the first seven months of the ongoing fiscal year 

(FY), 2017-18, mainly due to higher import payments against lower export receipts, officials said. 

 The deficit rose by nearly 92 per cent or $4.84 billion to $10.12 billion in July-January period of FY 18, from $5.28 

billion in the same period of the previous fiscal, according to the latest central bank statistics. 

 "Higher import payment obligations, particularly for food grains, fuel oils and capital machinery, pushed up the 

overall trade deficit significantly in July-January period of FY 18 compared to the same period of FY 17," a senior 

official of the Bangladesh Bank (BB) told the FE on Wednesday. 

 The overall import increased by more than 25.20 per cent to $31.18 billion in the period under review of FY 18, 

from $24.90 billion in the same period of the previous fiscal, BB data showed. 

 The central banker expects that the overall trade deficit may decrease in the coming months, if the upward trend 

of export earnings continues. 

 The country's export earnings grew by 7.31 per cent to $21.05 billion in the first seven months of FY 18 against 

$19.62 billion in the same period of the previous fiscal. 

 "The steady growth of export earnings continued in February that may help narrowing the overall trade deficit in 

the near future," the central banker explained. 

 In February 2018, export receipts stood at $3.07 billion, up by 13.53 per cent over the same month in the last 

calendar year. It was $2.70 billion in February 2017. 

 The BB data also showed that deficit in service trade also increased to $2.58 billion in the first seven months of 

FY 18, which was $1.99 billion in the same period of the previous fiscal. Trade in services includes tourism, 

financial service and insurance. 

 Meanwhile, the higher trade deficit pushed down the current-account balance significantly during the period 

under review, despite an uptrend in inward remittance. 

 Bangladesh's current-account deficit reached $5.35 billion during July-January period of FY 18 against $890 

million in the same period of the last fiscal. It was $4.74 billion a month ago. 

 The inflow of remittance, however, increased nearly 15 per cent to $8.13 billion in the first seven months of FY 18 

from $7.07 billion in the same period of FY 17. 

 Talking to the FE, former director general of Bangladesh Institute of Development Studies (BIDS) Mustafa K 

Mujeri said the authorities concerned will have to take effective measures immediately to boost export earnings 

as well as to increase the flow of inward remittance further for improving the current account balance position. 

 He also recommended strengthening monitoring for curbing less necessary imports. 

 Meanwhile, the financial account reached a surplus of $4.74 billion during July-January period of FY 18, which 

was $2.54 billion in the same period of FY 17. 

 Higher inflows of medium- and long-term loans helped to maintain a robust surplus in the financial account, 

according to the BB officials. 

 However, the gross inflow of foreign direct investment (FDI) increased by 1.58 per cent to $1.99 billion during 

July-January period of FY 18 from $1.96 billion in the same period of FY 17, the official data showed. On the 

other hand, net FDI inflow dropped 2.21per cent to $1.10 billion from $1.13 billion. 

 The country's overall balance of payments (BoP) slid to deficit of $1.03 billion in the first seven months of this 

fiscal, which was surplus of $2.19 billion in the same period of FY 17. 

 The BoP deficit increased significantly during the period under review of FY 18, as the country has made the 

highest-ever payment of $1.56 billion to Asian Clearing Union (ACU) against imports during the last two months 

(January-February), the central bankers explained. 

 After the payment, the country's foreign exchange (forex) reserve came down to $31.93 billion on March 08 from 

$33.49 billion of the previous working day. It was $31.99 billion on Wednesday (March 14). 

 "We expect that the overall BoP deficit may reduce in the coming months," another BB official noted. 

 The BoP deficit was $354 million in July-December period of FY 18. It was $360 million in the first quarter (Q1) of 

the ongoing fiscal. 
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Bangladesh 115th happiest nation 

 Bangladesh is the 115th happiest country according to World Happiness Report 2018 released on Wednesday, 

according to a website report. 

 The country slipped five notches down compared to the last year's World Happiness Report but still happier 

than Indians and Sri Lankans. 

 Among 156 countries, Sri Lanka and India have been ranked respectively 116th and 133rd positions. Bangladesh 

was ranked 110th in the 2017 Happiness report. 
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 Finland is the happiest place on earth, says the report prepared by the Sustainable Development Solutions 

Network (SDSN), a global initiative launched by the United Nations in 2012. Norway and Denmark positioned 

the second and third respectively. 

 This year, Iceland, Switzerland, Netherlands, Canada, New Zealand, Sweden and Australia rounded out the other 

top ten countries. 

 The report ranks countries on six key variables that support well-being, income, freedom, trust, healthy life 

expectancy, social support and generosity. 

 Syria, Rwanda, Yemen, Tanzania, South Sudan, Central African Republic and Burundi were at the bottom. 

 This report is the sixth to come out since 2012. The rankings of the world's happiest countries came from an 

analysis of data from surveys in 156 countries taken from 2015 to 2017. The analysis of immigrant happiness was 

based on surveys of 117 countries covering the years 2005-2015. 

 Since 2013, the United Nations has been celebrating the International Day of Happiness on March 20 as a way to 

recognise the importance of happiness in the lives of people around the world. 
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NBR mulls advance appraisal of returns 

 The income tax authority has planned to launch a set of measures, including advance or provisional assessment 

of tax returns, to gear up its revenue collection, said officials concerned. 

 Under the measures, tax returns of the previous year will be assessed, in case of not submission of returns in the 

current tax year, to determine payable tax in advance. 

 However, actual tax liability will be determined after the regular assessment of tax returns, said a senior tax 

official. 

 National Board of Revenue (NBR) took the decision in a recent meeting. 

 There are some 1.5 million taxpayers, who regularly file tax returns, out of the 3.3 million Taxpayers Identification 

Number (TIN)-holders. 

 A number of registered taxpayers refrain from filing their tax returns every year to avoid tax payment, the official 

also said. 

 Income tax collection of the government is lagging behind, registering a poor 12 per cent growth until January 

of the current fiscal year (FY), 2017-18. 

 The meeting was held to evaluate the income tax collection scenario in the first half of the current FY, and to 

assess the need for revising the current strategies and adopting new strategies. 

 It also decided to strengthen monitoring of source tax collection from the government's development projects. 

 According to NBR statistics, income tax collection fell short of the target by Tk 59.53 billion in July-January 

period of FY 18. The meeting adopted an action plan to achieve the target in the remaining months, the officials 

also said. 

 The provisional assessment of tax returns will help expedite realisation of payable tax from the taxpayers. Such 

assessment can be conducted any time after the first day of July to realise tax from the non-filers of tax returns, 

they noted. 

 Income Tax Ordinance 1984 has empowered the taxmen to conduct provisional assessment, which cannot be 

challenged by any taxpayer. 

 The officials further said NBR will focus on collection of Tax Deducted at Source (TDS) from the government's 

projects, tax deduction from employees' salaries, and speedy settlement of disputes and audit cases etc. 

 Also, expansion of tax net, conducting survey to find out new taxpayers, automation, and simplification of tax 

payment process are included in the set of measures. 

 Although the government vowed to increase direct tax collection, efforts to reform NBR's Income Tax Wing is 

still moving at a snail's pace, they added. 

 Dr Syed Aminul Karim, former income tax member of NBR, said as import cost went up by 26 per cent, the profit 

of large corporate bodies has shrunk, affecting income tax payment. 

 An increase in the price of US dollar against taka is the major reason behind the increase in import cost of 

products. "The trend of poor income tax collection growth may continue in the last quarter too." Corporate tax 

collection from banking sources may also go down due to the tightened monetary policy of Bangladesh Bank 

(BB), he opined. 

 Also, changes in revenue administration cause lack of policy continuity, and poor enforcement of the existing 

penal measures fails to give proper message to the tax evaders, he added. 

 He suggested gearing up prosecution efforts of Central Intelligence Cell (CIC) along with taking effective 

measures to stop harassment by field-level tax officials. 
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FBCCI teams up with Singaporean federation to boost trade 

 The country's apex trade body has recently joined hands with the Singapore Manufacturing Federation (SMF) to 

promote the trade ties between the two countries. 

 The Federation of Bangladesh Chambers of Commerce and Industry (FBCCI) will work with SMF and share 

information on trade and investment and organise conferences and exhibitions to boost business between the 

two countries. 

 Shafiul Islam Mohiuddin, FBCCI president, and Douglas Foo, SMF president, signed a memorandum of 

understanding in this regard at a programme in Singapore on Tuesday, FBCCI said in a statement yesterday. 

 The MoU was signed on the sidelines of the Bangladesh-Singapore Business Forum-2018 during the visit of 

Prime Minister Sheikh Hasina to Singapore. 

 Sheikh Fazle Fahim, senior vice president of FBCCI, and Md Muntakim Ashraf, vice president, were also present at 

the signing ceremony. 
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Ready-Made Garments 

 

Trump’s trade war drumbeats may reach B’desh RMG sector 

 Looming global trade war may affect Bangladesh‟s economy and trade particularly exports as the US 

administration under president Donald Trump is planning to impose additional tariffs on apparel imports.  

 After imposing tariffs on imports of a number of products from different countries, the world‟s biggest economy 

is now planning to impose tariffs on up to $60 billion of Chinese imports targeting apparels, footwear, and 

technology and telecommunication sectors, according to a Reuters report. 

 Experts and economists said that tariff imposition on readymade garment items would hurt Bangladesh‟s export 

to the US market if the tariff was imposed indiscriminately on all countries. 

 Though the US has kept some countries out of the new tariffs imposed on different products, it does not seem 

sure whether the tariff on RMG products would be imposed only on China or on all countries, they said. 

 The USA has already imposed additional tariffs on different products including steel, aluminium and solar panel 

eying China, and paper and lumber targeting Canada by up to 30 per cent. 

 European Union, China, Canada, Japan and some other big countries have already warned the US of retaliation 

through imposing tariffs on US products if they are not exempted from the tariffs. 

 The EU has threatened to slap tariffs on products like Harley-Davidsons, Kentucky bourbon and bluejeans as 

revenge if the US doesn‟t exempt the bloc from tariffs on steel and aluminium imports. 

 The US also issued warning of counter retaliation by imposing tariffs on EU vehicles targeting Germany if the EU 

does so. 

 The recent developments indicate that a serious global trade war is looming large as different economic blocs 

and countries will also follow trade protectionism if the US doesn‟t retreats from its stance. 

 Centre for Policy Dialogue distinguished fellow Mustafizur Rahman on Wednesday told New Age that global 

trade war would be bad for the global economy and trade. 

 What would be the impact of the possible tariff on apparel products on Bangladesh would depend on how the 

US imposes it, he said. 

 Bangladesh‟s export will be affected if the tariff is imposed on all countries, he said. 

 „If the tariff is imposed only on China and other big countries, Bangladesh may be benefited,‟ he said. 

 He, however, said that Bangladesh‟s export might not be hurt so much even if the tariff was imposed on all 

countries as the US doesn‟t have production of products Bangladesh exports to the market. 

 Demand for RMG items may decline little as the prices of the products would go up due to the probable tariff, 

he anticipated. 

 Mustafiz, however, hoped that affected countries would challenge the US moves at the World Trade 

Organisation‟s dispute settlement mechanism and the US finally would be forced to withdraw the tariffs. 

 He suggested that the Bangladesh government should remain vigilant. 

 Policy Research Institute executive director Ahsan H Mansur echoed Mustafiz‟s views about the issue, saying that 

the impact would depend on the manner of imposition — whether the tariff would be imposed indiscriminately 

or not. 

 The tariff may be only on China and few other countries if the US imposes it on anti-dumping ground, he said, 

adding that the tariff might be imposed on all countries if it is imposed on other grounds. 

 „Bangladesh‟s export may be affected negatively if our goods also become subject to additional tariff,‟ he said. 

 On the other hand, Bangladesh‟s export may be benefited if the tariff is imposed only on China or few other 

countries, he added. 

 Exporters Association of Bangladesh president Abdus Salam Murshedy said that imposition of tariff by the US 

would be a matter of concern for Bangladeshi apparel exporters as they were currently paying around 16 per 

cent duty in the market. 

 „We don‟t know whether Bangladesh would be a victim of the planned tariff,‟ he said. 
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 Murshedy hoped that the US would not put additional tariff burden on countries like Bangladesh. 
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Capital Market 

 

Bourses asked to ensure co directors jointly hold 30pc stake 

 Bangladesh Securities and Exchange Commission has directed bourses to ensure that all the listed companies 

comply with the rule regarding all time joint-holding of minimum 30 per cent shares by each company‟s 

sponsor-directors. 

 The commission on Sunday issued a letter asking Dhaka Stock Exchange, Chittagong Stock Exchange and 

Central Depository Bangladesh to take immediate moves in this regard. 

 Now, the bourses will send letters to the companies breaching securities laws regarding joint-holding of 30 per 

cent shares by directors of the company‟s total paid-up capital, said a senior DSE official. 

 If the companies do not comply following the latest directive, we will request the commission to take action 

against the errant companies, the official said. 

 On February 13, the commission decided to issue an order to the companies to ensure that their sponsor-

directors hold at least 30 per cent of total shares as per the notification issued on November 22, 2011. 

 The capital market regulator came up with the notification in 2011 after the 2010-11 market crash with a view to 

increasing sponsor-directors‟ share purchasing to stabilise the market. According to the directive, all sponsor-

directors of a company listed with any stock exchange must all time jointly hold minimum 30 per cent shares of 

the paid-up capital of the company. 

 Even after 7 years of the BSEC directive under section 2CC of Securities and Exchange Ordinance 1969, sponsor-

directors of 42 companies are not holding the required shares, shows recent data. 

 Even shareholding by a number of companies‟ sponsor-directors has hit 10 per cent as they continued share 

selling in the last two years. 

 The directors of United Airways, Rahima Food, Fu-Wang Ceramics, Fu-Wang Food, Intech Limited, Fine Foods 

and Shurid Industries were jointly holding less than 10 per cent shares of their entities. 

 The commission on February 13 also decided to take legal action against the listed companies‟ directors who do 

not hold at least 2 per cent shares of their companies in violation of securities rules for directors‟ minimum 2 per 

cent shares. 

 The BSEC in a recent investigation found that 219 directors of 78 listed companies were not holding the required 

minimum 2 per cent shares of their companies. 

 Officials said as per BSEC directive, any non-complying director could see his or her seat vacated from the board 

if he or she continued with violating the rules. The commission, however, was yet to make any move in this 

regard. 
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Telecommunication 

 

Mobile cos linger MNP operation 

 Mobile Network Operators (MNOs) are in pursuit of lingering the much-awaited mobile number portability 

(MNP) service by seeking more time for its implementation, reports BSS. 

 The telecom regulator has declined to give two months more time for introduction of the service, as requested 

by Association of Mobile Telecom Operators of Bangladesh (AMTOB), said officials. 

 But a few technical issues are yet to be settled, they added. 

 Bangladesh Telecommunication Regulatory Commission (BTRC) Chairman Dr Shahjahan Mahmood on 

Wednesday said there is no scope of delaying the MNP service. 

 "We are on the right track, and MNP will be introduced on time," he said, mentioning that the mobile phone 

users will enjoy the service in May. 

 Dr Mahmood, however, said they are moving ahead for launching the service by consulting with the 

stakeholders concerned. 

 Officials said the MNOs raised nearly 50 to 60 issues regarding the implementation process of MNP. But most of 

the issues have already been settled through consultation, and the process is going on. 

 A committee comprising representatives from BTRC, MNOs and the MNP operator has already sat four times to 

solve different technical aspects. 

 On November 30 last year, the telecom regulator handed over the MNP license to the selected joint venture firm 

Infozillion BD Teletech Consortium Limited. The consortium is a joint venture of Infozillion BD Limited and 

Teletech DOO, Slovenia. 
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 The company must provide the service within 180 days of getting the license. The license acquisition fee was 

Taka 100 million, and the company will have to share 15 percent of its revenues with the government from the 

second year onwards. 

 Managing Director of Infozillion BD Teletech Consortium Limited (IBTCL) Mabroor Hossain said they have 

already brought all the hardware, while the software will be modified within next 2/3 weeks. 

 "We will be fully ready within April 15-20. But to do so full cooperation from the MNOs is required," he added. 

 Once the service is introduced, a mobile phone user can port to another operator retaining his/her number 

unchanged at a cost of Taka 30, and the process would take highest 72 hours. If any user again wants to change 

operator, he/she has to wait for 90 days. 

 The officials said in the MNP services, the MNOs will be connected with the clearing house of IBTCL. When a 

user will bid for deport, the operator concerned will share info with donor MNO through the clearing house. 

 But, the MNOs are stuck up on timing of deporting request and switch, reply, auto replay and reply cancellation 

time for deport, and few other issues. In addition, the MNOs have to customize their billing and IP system along 

with other technical aspects. 
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Company Specific 

 

LG, Butterfly to make LED TV locally 

 South Korean electronics giant LG Electronics is set to manufacture LED televisions, refrigerators and air 

conditioners in Bangladesh, following in the lead of its compatriot Samsung. 

 LG's local partner Butterfly has shelled out $100 million to set up a plant on 50 acres of land in Bhaluka. 

 The plant will be inaugurated today, said MA Mannan, chairman and managing director of Butterfly. 

 The plant's manufacturing line for LED TVs will roll first, followed by refrigerators and air conditioners next year. 

 Since June last year, Samsung has been manufacturing four home appliance products in the two factories it set 

up with Transcom Group and Fair Electronics in the capital's Mohakhali area and Narsingdi respectively. 

 “We started production of television first because of the football World Cup,” said ASM Muntasir Chowdhury, 

assistant general manager of Butterfly. 

 Sales of TVs see a spike around the time of the tournament, which takes place every four years. The 21st FIFA 

World Cup kicks off in Russia on June 14 and concludes on July 15. 

 LG will extend technical support to Butterfly for manufacturing TVs locally, according to Chowdhury. 

 Butterfly has already been manufacturing LED TVs at the plant on a trial basis for the last three years. The TVs 

manufactured at the plant, which will range from 24 inches to 55 inches, will be sold in Bangladesh for now for 

Tk 25,000 to Tk 2 lakh. 

 “In future, we will export them to India, Nepal, Sri Lanka, Indonesia and Malaysia,” Mannan said. 

 At present, Butterfly sells 100,000 units of LG-branded LED TVs a year. The company is targeting sales of 300,000 

units in three years' time. 

 The demand for TVs in Bangladesh is 10 lakh units a year. 

 Both the companies have taken the decision to set up the manufacturing plant in Bangladesh as assembling of 

appliances was progressively becoming expensive due to high import duties, said M Tanvir Alam, head of factory 

operations of LG Butterfly. 

 Currently, the import duty for electronic components varies from 100 percent to 156 percent, as a result of which 

the companies' profit margins are squeezed, according to Alam. 

 Moreover, Bangladesh is progressively becoming a big home-appliance market as people's disposable income is 

on the rise and they are purchasing more and more electronic goods for their daily use, he said. For instance, LG 

and Butterfly sold electronics worth Tk 750 crore in fiscal 2014-15, which went up to Tk 900 crore in fiscal 2015-

16 and Tk 1,200 crore in fiscal 2016-17. 

 “We are expecting the total sales to hit Tk 1,600 crore at the end of this fiscal year,” Alam said. 

 Butterfly has been marketing LG products by assembling in Bangladesh since 1995. 

 The 31-year-old company markets LG's regular product offerings in Bangladesh such as LED TV, Smart TV, home 

theatre, surround sound systems, refrigerators, washing machines, microwave oven, vacuum cleaner and 

smartphones. 

 The company employs 500 people, with the number expected to hit 3,000 soon, Alam said. 
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Infrastructure 

 

Chinese money starts to flow in 

 China has released $174.11 million, the first of its disbursements for the 27 projects it committed to bankroll for 

$22.5 billion during its president's visit to Dhaka in October 2016. 
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 In February, the Chinese embassy in Dhaka handed over the amount, which is 20 percent of the total costs for 

two of the projects, said AKM Matiur Rahman, joint secretary of the Economic Relations Division. 

 The Exim Bank of China releases funds twice a year: every six months. “So, we will get another instalment after six 

months.” 

 The Chinese lender disbursed about $141 million for the multi-lane road tunnel under the Karnaphuli river 

project and $33.11 million for the third phase of the Info Sarker project.  

 The Karnaphuli river tunnel project will be implemented by China Communications Construction Company, as 

decided by the Chinese government. 

 The tunnel will connect the proposed Asian Highway to the Dhaka-Chittagong-Cox's Bazar Highway and the 

Chittagong Port and Anowara upazila. 

 It is expected to facilitate communication between Chittagong and Cox's Bazar and ease traffic movement on 

two bridges over the Karnaphuli river. 

 The length of the four-lane tunnel will be 3.5 kilometres while the approach road on both sides of the river will 

be about 6 kilometres. 

 The government signed a deal for the $156.56 million Info-Sarker Phase-III with Chinese state-owned China 

Railway International Group Company in September 2017. 

 The project's third phase aims to establish the government's ICT network to the lowest tier of the administration. 

 Bangladesh Telecommunications Company Ltd has established optical fibre connectivity to up to 1,213 unions 

out of 4,585 unions in the country. 

 The Info-Sarker Phase-III, which is scheduled to complete by December this year, will bring another 2,600 unions 

under the connectivity. 

 Rahman also said the loan agreement for the Padma rail link project will be signed this month. About the 

progress of other projects, he said negotiations are underway. 
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Logistics 

 

VAT waived for importing ships of over 5,000 DWT 

 The National Board of Revenue yesterday waived value added tax on import of vessels of more than 5,000 

deadweight tonnage (DWT) to facilitate the growth of the country's sector for oceangoing ships. 

 The move came following a plea for tax benefits from the Bangladesh Oceangoing Ship Owners Association. 

 They reasoned that it would increase the number of oceangoing vessels and help them gain an increased share 

of the $8-9 billion paid as freight charge by Bangladeshi businesses during exports and imports. 

 Local oceangoing vessels can tap only 2 percent of the market at best for a dearth of vessels, according to 

industry operators. 

 The revenue authority in an order however attached some conditions. 

 There must be mandatory registration of vessels in Bangladesh as a national flag carrier. 

 Vessels should not be older than 15 years and must be used for carrying freights for at least five years, during 

which the vessels cannot be sold or transferred. 

 Vessels operators will also have to submit a bank certificate to the local VAT office every year giving proof of 

their foreign currency earnings. 

 When hiring manpower for the vessels, 70 percent should be Bangladeshi nationals. 

 The International Maritime Organisation's conventions signed by Bangladesh must be abided by, according to 

the order. 

 As per the International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from Ships, double-hulled oil tankers can be 

imported. 

 And finally the importers must apply with the NBR seeking the VAT benefit along with approval. 

 The revenue authority said it would realise the VAT from importers for non-compliance with any one of the 

conditions. SK Bashir Uddin, vice-chairman of the owners association, said the age condition was not consistent 

with the import policy order of 2015-18, which allows import of up to 25-year-old ships. 

 Besides, the requirement for seeking NBR's approval for the VAT benefit will create a lot of hassle for importers, 

he added. 

 Hasan Mohammad Tarek Rikabder, first secretary for VAT policy at the NBR, said the NBR attached conditions to 

prevent misuse of the benefit. 

 He said the government would lose revenue for waiving the VAT so the waiver has been given to make sure that 

the nation gets the benefits and share of Bangladesh in the sea freight market. 

 Until yesterday importers had to pay a total of 25.07 percent as import duty, including 15 percent VAT, on 

vessels of over 5,000 DWT, according to the NBR. 

 The NBR provided the VAT exemption for importing vessels of over 3,000 DWT from 1998 to 2012. In fiscal 

2012-13, the VAT waiver benefit was extended to those above 5,000 DWT. 
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 The authority withdrew the benefit in fiscal 2014-15, affecting the oceangoing shipping sector, according to the 

meeting minutes of the NBR on oceangoing ships. 

 Bangladesh had 85 oceangoing ships four to five years ago but the number of vessels has now dropped to 35. 

 Between 2013 and 2015 owners sold off their vessels for declining freight rates and high operating costs, 

according to operators. 

 And from fiscal 2014-15, the cost of vessels rose after the withdrawal of the VAT exemption benefit for import 

and manufacturing of ships. 

 Oceangoing ship owners said Bangladesh's rising overseas trade, particularly increasing imports of cargoes, 

offers prospects for the sector. 
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Energy 

 

Govt approves 162MW power plant project 

 Bangladesh and China are going to set up a 162-megawatt furnace oil-based power plant under private 

investment as per the former's policy. 

 The cabinet committee on purchase approved the plant at a meeting yesterday with Finance Minister AMA 

Muhith in the chair. 

 The government will buy electricity from the plant at Tk 8.2868 or 10.5350 dollar cents per kilowatt hour. It will 

be run under the built-own-operate basis for 15 years. 

 The consortium, comprising Changzhou HuTang Coal Power Co Ltd of China and Icon Enterprise Ltd and Chase 

Power Ltd of Bangladesh will set up the plant at Singair in Manikganj. 

 According to a Power Division proposal, the government will have to spend more than Tk 14,000 crore in 15 

years for buying electricity from the consortium. The entity will purchase land, set up transmission lines and a 

sub-station with its own money, said the proposal. The cabinet committee also extended the tenure of two 

existing power purchase deals. 

 One extension, which is by six months to July, will allow the government to continue importing 250MW of 

electricity from PTC India Ltd under open market. The timeframe ended in January. 

 The committee also approved a Bangladesh Power Development Board proposal to buy electricity at 0.0764 

cents per unit. It was earlier 0.0774 cents per unit. 

 The committee extended by two years the tenure of another plant set up under the private sector power 

generation policy. The fresh tenure goes up to June 2019 and puts the price at Tk 15.4222 per unit. 

 NEPC Consortium Power Ltd set up the plant at Narayanganj's Haripur in 1999 for 15 years. It was gas-based in 

the beginning and started running on furnace oil in 2010. 
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